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In December 2011 I tasked Captains Squire, Groves

and O'Brien to provide me an article on the

opportunities for the RAA post Afghanistan, and I

am very pleased with the result below. The article

has two aims; firstly to highlight to the wider Army

the incredible capability the combined streams of

artillery provide to the ADF, and secondly to

reinforce to the RAA community that it is only as

one Regiment that we can realise these

opportunities or ‘four functions one regiment’ as the

authors succinctly put it. The article is an

unashamed tactical view, and one we hope will

provoke discussion and debate.

Ubique

Introduction

‘Three brave men who do not know each other

will not dare to attack a lion. But three men,

knowing each other well, sure of their

reliability and consequently of their mutual

aid, will attack resolutely.’

Colonel Charles Ardnant du Picq, 1880

With Australian Defence Force (ADF) presence in

Afghanistan having reached its apogee, the

impending withdrawal of its deployed fighting

force has generated a number of strategic policy

reviews into the suitability of Defence capabilities

for future conflicts across a broad spectrum of

demands. Critically to the Joint domain, the ADF has

sought resolution of lessons learned during the

campaign relating to precision targeting and

engagement, force protection, collateral damage

minimisation, and persistent battlefield

surveillance and target acquisition. Though by no

means exclusively responsible for the provision of

these functions, the capabilities of The Royal

Regiment of Australian Artillery (RAA) represent a

key microcosm of this strategic concern.

The post-Vietnam era heralded a

degradation of the RAA

capability …

This paper will reflect on the trials of the RAA in the

years preceding the commitment to Afghanistan,

examine the RAA's development of capability

during the Afghanistan conflict, discuss the

attributes that have rendered the RAA so unique to

the ADF's fighting power and outline the training

focus and future combat needs of the RAA under

the Multi-role Combat Brigade (MCB) concept of

Plan BEERSHEBA.

Contemporary Warfighting and the

Resurgence of Artillery

Decades of Doubt: The Artillery Under Threat

The post-Vietnam era heralded a degradation of the

RAA capability; the Field Artillery capability was

equipped to engage mass targets of a Cold War

style campaign and the number of Regiments

dwindled. Ground Based Air Defence (GBAD)

capabilities were developed and structured for a

Falkland Islands-style campaign, with little

requirement for interaction with either Field or

Surveillance and Target Acquisition (then Locating)

Artillery. Surveillance and Target Acquisition (STA)

was based largely around support to the gun lines

for survey, meteorology and weapon location. With
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the sole exception of the deployment of RBS-70

Troops to Gulf War I, no Artillery force had been

employed in role since Vietnam. Despite this, the

esprit de corps and professionalism of the Gunner

remained absolute. Unfortunately for the RAA,

principal equipment comprised the significant

constraint and there were no perceived avenues for

the employment of artillery on operations.

The late 1990s and early 2000s saw a resurgence in

Australian military operations. Though significant

ADF commitments to Timor Leste, the Solomon

Islands and Iraq were the order of the day, only a

very limited commitment of ‘in-role’ Gunners

existed. Further, despite three rotations of RBS-70

equipped Air Defence Troops to the Gulf, the GBAD

capability was reduced. Despite their capability in

providing Offensive Support (OS) to coalition

manoeuvre units, the Field Artillery remained an

unexploited resource.

As a result of the gradual

deviation from its purist heritage,

many sectors of Defence and

government began questioning

the relevance of the Royal

Regiment …

While Australian gunners trained relentlessly, a

desire to ‘find an operational role’ steered some of

the functions of the RAA away from the pure

Artillery capability. Perhaps the most conspicuous

example of this was the use of Gunners as Civil

Military Cooperation (CIMIC) teams and the

employment of Gunners as improvised

Infantrymen. Though the acquisition of the Skylark

Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) would soon forge a

new pathway for the employment of STA Artillery,

the capability was largely misunderstood and

suffered from myriad technical problems.

As a result of the gradual deviation from its purist

heritage, many sectors of Defence and government

began questioning the relevance of the Royal

Regiment; they could not see that the Artillery

provided a unique fighting capability, arguably

because the Artillery was not afforded the

opportunity to demonstrate its utility in the first

place. Because of the lack of Artillery involvement

in the military operations of the 1990s and 2000s,

the Australian Artillery capability became

neglected.

Silver Lining of Afghanistan

With the commitment of the Australian Regular

Army to Afghanistan came the opportunity for the

RAA to display some elements of the Artillery

capability. Gradually, all three streams of the RAA

deployed, in role, to Afghanistan. As a result of the

requirement to rapidly adjust to the contemporary

operating environment (COE), all three streams of

the RAA were modernised and re-equipped to

perform some aspects of their Artillery role within

Afghanistan. Before long, the RAA was able to

demonstrate its relevance to the other Corps, to

Defence, to the Government and to the taxpayer. As

the RAA gained experience with its modern

equipment, more opportunities were found to

increase the overall Artillery capability. The

deployment to Afghanistan allowed the RAA to

display some of its capability, to re-equip, to refine

how it achieved its capability and to again prove its

relevance on the battlefield.

Considering the dramatic shift in RAA capability

and focus as a result of the ADF commitment to

Operation Slipper, it could be reasonably argued

that Afghanistan saved the Artillery capability.

However, the profundity of this statement can only

be recognised alongside the acknowledgement that
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the employment of Artillery in Afghanistan has only

brushed the surface of its future capability. While

the achievements of the Australian Gunners in

Afghanistan have received both domestic and

international praise (for which the Artillery

community as a whole should be enormously

proud), the lessons learned from this experience

must now refocus the ADF's vision towards

reflecting the future potential of the RAA.

Afghanistan as a Catalyst to

Capability Development

The RAA is Army's key provider of tactical offensive

effect through the delivery and coordination of

Joint Fires and Effects (JFE), STA and GBAD. While

each of these capabilities is unique unto itself,

tactical integration under the parent banner of the

RAA has proven them to be exponentially more

potent, efficient and effective. Perhaps more

interestingly, the deployment of the RAA

capabilities to the Afghanistan campaign has

further served to reinforce both the efficacy, and

requirement for integration, of the RAA in the Joint

environment.

The planned draw down of Australia's military

presence in Afghanistan has been a catalyst for

revisiting the 2009 White Paper and considering

how extant and future policy will be executed by a

future land force. The experiences of Afghanistan at

both the tactical and operational level have given

the RAA a springboard from which to develop a

three-pronged capability complementary to future

operating concepts.

Joint Fires and Effects

The OS capability afforded by 1st Regiment (1 Regt),

4th Regiment (4 Regt) and 8th/12th Regiment (8/12

Regt) has predominately centred on the Joint Fires

Team (JFT) / Joint Fires and Effects Coordination

Centre (JFECC) model in support of manoeuvre

operations at sub-unit and unit level respectively.

From a tactical perspective, JFTs deployed to

OPERATION SLIPPER have been required to perform

their traditional role: to provide joint fires and

effects advice, liaison and communications to a

supported Combat Team (CT); to coordinate and

deconflict the employment of JFE and implement

the CT Battlespace Management (BM) plan; and to

engage targets within their zone of observation
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with JFE assets. The JFTs have set about

demonstrating their indispensable role in providing

a joint coordination and strike option for

manoeuvre operations at the tactical level without

significant change to their habitual tasks.

At the operational level, however, there has been

significant reform across the gun regiments to

generate teams of sufficient training and flexibility

to withstand the rigorous demands of the COE

battlespace. As each JFT is potentially responsible

for the simultaneous control of multiple Close Air

Support (CAS) and Indirect Fire (IDF) missions from

artillery and mortars, the gun regiments have

remodelled their trade structure and aptitude

requirements at recruiting level to ensure that the

right soldier is employed in the appropriate trade

category. Furthermore, the gun regiments have

adopted a unit Order of Battle (ORBAT) that groups

their JFTs in modular batteries; these may then be

trained and deployed without interruption to the

conventional war fighting training program of the

remainder of the regiment.

These three adjustments made by

the Gunners have ensured the

success of the Joint Fires

contribution to Army's

commitment to Afghanistan.

Finally, in order to provide sufficient Joint Terminal

Attack Controllers (JTACs) to enable terminal attack

control authority at CT level, the RAA has

implemented a process of mentoring and screening

suitable candidates across all ranks, a development

which has resulted in a significant capability

increase and has subsequently been adopted across

the ADF. These three adjustments made by the

Gunners have ensured the success of the Joint Fires

contribution to Army's commitment to Afghanistan.

Ground-Based Air Defence / Air-Land

Integration

The Air Defence Gunners have enhanced their

ability to provide a local air picture and have, as a

result, increased their capacity for a future

Ground-Based Air and Missile Defence (GBAMD)

capability. Their radar support has assisted in the

identification and detection of indirect attacks

against Australian static positions, providing vital

seconds of early warning to personnel inside such

positions. The nature and frequency of such attacks

provided the Gunners from 16th Air Land Regiment

(16 ALR) the opportunity to develop their tracking

procedures and to upgrade their hardware to

counter the existing indirect threat and to have the

flexibility to meet varied future threats.

The adoption of ‘soft’ defensive measures such as

the Giraffe Agile Multi-Beam (G-AMB) Radars,

Lightweight Counter Mortar Radars (LCMRs) and

wireless audio-visual emergency systems have

strengthened the ‘hard’ defences surrounding the

Australian bases in Afghanistan and have

undoubtedly contributed to the preservation of

Coalition lives. These assets were procured and

introduced into service during wartime, giving

them the uncommon distinction of combat

relevance as well as utility for future employment in

myriad operational settings.

Surveillance and Target Acquisition

The 20th Surveillance and Target Acquisition

Regiment (20 STA Regt) has provided tactical STA

support to conventional and special operations

during Australia's commitment to the Middle East

Area of Operations (MEAO) through the

employment of Weapon Locating Radar (WLR) and

Artillery Intelligence and, since 2007, UAS support

to manoeuvre operations. Since the Introduction

into Service (IIS) of the Scaneagle UAS, the

deployed elements of 20 STA Regt have increasingly

found themselves at a premium for the provision of

real-time battlefield surveillance and support to

joint targeting.

The employment of UAS in recent operations has

required significant integration with other airspace

users and control agencies, ultimately resulting in

the development and improvement of Joint

operating procedures. Additionally, through the

exposure of the capability to supported agencies

such as the JFECC and Special Operations Command

and Control Centre (SOCCE), STA has earned its

place alongside fixed and rotary-wing operations as

offering critical capability across the spectrum of

conflict. This interaction has indisputably

benefitted Army's understanding of the Joint

battlespace and has postured 20 STA Regt for future

capability development to capitalise on the crucial

lessons learned during the past decade of

continuous operations.

It is by no coincidence that the development of

Army's UAS capability has developed so swiftly; the

complexity of the COE battlespace has practically

demanded it. Over the course of the UAS ‘evolution’,

Army has experienced the operational transition

from the use of lightweight, low-endurance

platforms only capable of intermittent, poor quality

video downlink through to vastly superior
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platforms capable of extended aerial patrols and

high-fidelity Full-Motion Video (FMV). With the

inclusion of technology allowing downlink to

widely-used Situational Awareness (SA) tools such

as the Remote Operator Video Enhanced Receiver

(ROVER) suite, this capability has proven its utility

in assisting tactical commanders with the planning,

execution and management of manoeuvre

operations.

… the significant capability

evolution of the RAA that has

rendered it so unique and

subsequently crucial to the

contemporary battlespace.

While the provision of FMV is an increasingly

understood feature of the UAS, technological

advancements focusing on the development of

alternate payloads are exponentially increasing its

potential combat support utility. Driven by the

requirement for readily-available, multiple-source

intelligence collection sensors, this research is

expected to ultimately facilitate accurate and

reliable cross-cueing of electronic and visual

payloads on a single aerial platform. Combined (as

required) with the ability of some UAS, in certain

deployable configurations, to be controlled

remotely from a Forward Ground Control Station

(FGCS), it can reasonably be expected for the next

generation of UAS to afford supported commanders

an unparalleled appreciation of the tactical

battlespace.

Unique Capability of the RAA

To consider the RAA capability beyond Afghanistan,

the tactical options that Artillery provides to

commanders must first be established. Arguably,

the principal functions of the Artillery share some

similarities to those provided by other corps; that

is, a cross-over in functions exist in the provision of

indirect fires, aerial surveillance / reconnaissance

and the coordination of, and tactical engagement

with, aerial platforms. A commonly-held stereotype

espoused by traditional Corps rivals has long

argued that target engagement with the in-service

Howitzer at range constitutes the extent of the

RAA's capability; notwithstanding the proclivities of

the Artillery purist to nod in concurrence, this

misconception is not indicative of the significant

capability evolution of the RAA that has rendered it

so unique and subsequently crucial to the

contemporary battlespace.

Four Functions, One Regiment

The historic capacity of the RAA to provide fire

supremacy to the battlefield has not been lost;

rather, it has been refined, enhanced and supported

by effect-multiplying technologies that have arisen

as a result of the necessity for the RAA to adapt to

the COE battlespace. The resultant capability forms

a corps of specialists in the integration and

synchronisation of Intelligence, Surveillance, Target

Acquisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR) and GBAD

sensor-actor suites, JFE, Targeting and Artillery

Intelligence and Air- and Battle-space Management

and coordination. These functions performed by

the RAA provide tailored and wide-ranging effects,

both offensive and defensive, from surgical to

bludgeoning across a broad range of targets and

tactical scenario complexities. While the ability of

other Corps to perform many of these functions is

not disputed, the intrinsic requirement for

integration within the RAA modus operandi

multiplies the effect of any individual function,

making its understanding, execution and capability

more complete and ultimately unique.

Strategic policy of decades past has offered the

suggestion of ‘outsourcing’ the RAA capabilities to

other Corps and services operating along similar

functional lines; though at the time the relevance of

the RAA could reasonably have been considered

debatable, the decision to retain the identity, skills

and attributes of the Artillery has proven invaluable

in the execution of modern warfighting. This is in

no small part due to the acquisition of new enabling

technology, modernisation of existing technology
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and adaptation of its use to suit a multitude of roles

and operational scenarios. This inherent

employment flexibility relies not only on a detailed

understanding of equipment, but also the key

functions that contribute to the overall Artillery

capability. These functions are again not unique to

Artillery, but instead require an integrated

approach to their execution that is ostensibly

unmatched by any other single land organisation.

Strategic policy of decades past

has offered the suggestion of

‘outsourcing’ the RAA capabilities

to other Corps and services

operating along similar functional

lines …

To illustrate the contribution of the three streams of

Artillery to the achievement of an integrated,

functional capability, the following vignette, based

on a Counter-Insurgency conflict scenario, can be

studied:

• A jamming strobe is detected by Gunners of

16 ALR; by manipulating the thresholds and

operating parameters of their sensors to

overcome the jamming, the source is isolated,

recorded and exploited to build the Electronic

Intelligence picture of the battlespace. The

source of jamming becomes a target and is

passed to the JFECC for addition to the Target

Nomination List (TNL) for future engagement, but

is assessed to be a preliminary operation for a

hostile fire mission.

• Mortar engagement by the previously

undetected hostile Indirect Fire Unit (IDFU) is

tracked by the Air Land Regiment's weapon

locating sensors. Automatic extrapolation of the

likely Point of Impact (POI) determines the round

landing within a Friendly Force location, cueing

an audible and visual warning for all friendly

personnel within the danger radius, warning all

personnel to take cover from the effects of the

blast. From the information provided by the

LCMR, a Point of Origin (POO) is established,

facilitating the cross-cueing of UAS to the target

location.

• Upon reaching the site, the UAS observes a small

baseplate with a three-man team who are

continuing to fire on the Friendly location.

Providing basic target information via a ROVER

downlink, a Joint Fires Team manoeuvres into

position to visually observe and positively

identify (PID) the target. As a result of Collateral

Damage Estimation (CDE) modelling, the Joint

Forward Observer (JFO) determines that

engagement by conventional munitions is unsafe

and will require engagement by precision-guided

ordnance or terminally controlled CAS only.

• Through the JFECC, the JFT provides local

deconfliction for nearby air and land assets in

preparation for target engagement and

establishes the requisite control measures. Due

to a separate Troops-in-Contact (TIC) situation

occurring in a separate part of the AO, no CAS

platforms are readily available for prosecution.

As the fire mission from the assigned strike unit

prepares to fire on its approved task, the G-AMB

radar detects a Rotary Wing (RW) asset transiting

into the vicinity of the Restricted Operating Zone

(ROZ), forcing a temporary pause in the

engagement of the target while communication

with the aircraft is established. Unfortunately,

during this time the hostile mortar team has

managed to disassemble the baseplate and

begins moving away from the site.

• Tracked by the UAS to a small compound 8 km

west of the initial firing point, the mortar team

halts and enters the building. Passing target

information through the JFECC, a nearby

manoeuvre unit is assigned to interdict. As the

manoeuvre unit moves into position it is engaged

from inside the building with accurate small arms

and RPG fire. The local JFT, coordinating with the

JFECC for engagement authority, cues a precision

fire mission on the target as a result of continued

collateral damage limitations. Once cleared for

engagement, the target round is observed by

both the JFT and UAS cleanly striking the

building.

• Battle Damage Assessment (BDA) provided by the

UAS reports that a suspected insurgent has

survived the attack and is fleeing the building.

Observing the event via a ROVER terminal, the

JFO requests that the UAS tracks the suspected

insurgent while the manoeuvre unit exploits the

target location. As the insurgent flees the scene,

two other individuals are observed moving

towards an adjacent compound through a

treeline carrying a suspected long-barrelled

weapon, where the three link up. Unable to

maintain PID with the UAS as a result of

vegetation, the embedded JTAC requests a RW

asset to support. Shortly after arriving on the

scene, the pilot reports that he has PID the

weapon system and requests confirmation of

‘clear ground’ before engaging the target with 30

mm ammunition.
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By considering the four key functions of the

Artillery and contemplating how these functions

can be combined to create a unique capability,

Gunners may set their sights towards an even

brighter future than the results gained in

Afghanistan. The experiences and capability surges

received from the COIN Operations in Afghanistan

will be valuable to the Royal Regiment, but will not

necessarily define the standards required of the

next conventional conflict.

Objective Force 2020: The RAA

Roadmap

The RAA has energetically maintained its

contribution to Army's Afghanistan commitment

through the development of responsive, ‘agile and

flexible’ forces. The past decade of operational

commitments has engendered an Artillery

Regiment that specialises in rapidly employed,

increasingly precise fires capable of meeting the

target discrimination thresholds of Joint Fires

planners and Manoeuvre Arms Commanders

(MACs). These fires are tactically mobile,

increasingly all-weather and long range, and

incorporate more air-delivered munitions and

attack profiles than have previously been available.

The RAA will continue to be Army's hub for Joint

Effects and will increasingly become the hub for

Joint STA as cooperation with the Royal Australian

Navy (RAN) increases in accordance with the ADF's

maritime security strategy.

Joint Fires and Effects

Just as the Federal Government is incorporating a

larger United States military presence into

Australia, the RAA will continue to emphasise the

importance of Joint aspects of fire support and the

importance of international accreditation through

close ties with the US joint fires community.

Currently the RAA's centre of excellence, the School

of Artillery, is training the Joint Fires Observer (JFO)

program syllabus accredited by the US Joint Staff

and Joint Fire Support Executive Steering

Committee and ratified by the JFO Memorandum of

Agreement (MOA). There is also an increased RAA

assimilation in to the ADF JTAC program at both the

instructor and trainee level, which has resulted in a

direct increase in the RAA's ability to operate on a
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common air-ground picture in support of

manoeuvre operations.

The RAA is also increasingly ready to support

amphibious operations. The RAA's acquisition of

the US-made M777A2 155 mm ultra-lightweight

Howitzer, combined with the instinctive modularity

of gun batteries, has increased the gun line's

readiness to support the embarked force, as has the

increased training of JFTs in Naval Gunfire Support

(NGS) missions under the JFO program. These new

lightweight Howitzers, in addition to the enhanced

JFTs (comprising capability bricks of JFO pairs to

support Platoon-based micro-Combat Teams),

task-organised tactical UAS and persistent

surveillance suites, are high profile instruments in

the Army's ability to escalate or de-escalate the

projection of force as the ADF prepares to hedge

against regional threats.

Further contributing to the Army's flexibility in the

spectrum of conflict is the RAA's implementation of

precision fires imagery generators and viewers at

CT level, and Digital Terminal Control Systems

(DTCS) at Platoon level. Additionally, there is

increased training on CDE methodology on RAA

courses for Officers and Soldiers alike. Despite

these advances to enable additional agility within

the JFE force, it is foundation warfighting that must

be emphasised as the ‘core competency that the

Government demands of Army’.

Ground-Based Air Defence / Air–Land

Integration

Provided that Land Project 19 Phase 7B continues

with Government support for funding, the Air–Land

capability will revolutionise; this remains critical in

ensuring that future deployed forces receive

appropriate levels of protection. With the rapid

acquisition of the Afghanistan-fielded Sense and

Warn capability, with the G-AMB Radar as its

centrepiece, the Air Land Regiment has gained the

foundations for an outstanding future capability .

The Air Land Regiment will be instrumental in

ensuring that intelligence provided by the

Recognised Air Picture (RAP) is fed into the Land

Component. Further, this capability will serve to

strengthen Joint operations interoperability,

provide a precision locating capability vital to

effective Counter Fires, and will ultimately provide

a persistent force protection capability to deployed

elements. In protecting deployed forces, the Air
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Land Regiment will contribute a far greater and

more persistent capability to the Australian

Integrated Air Defence System (IADS) than has been

previously realised; given the emerging threats to

this system, the land based component will

increase in importance and will need to cooperate

more closely with the RAAF and the RAN. Each layer

of mutual support between the three services will

be critical in protecting deployed Australian troops.

In order to create highly deployable bespoke

‘bricks’ consisting of Locating, Integration and

Protection capabilities, the Air Land Regiment will

retain a high-tempo training regime that cannot fit

neatly within the force generation cycle of Plan

Beersheba.

Surveillance and Target Acquisition

The COIN environment has offered an invaluable

proving ground for the Army UAS capability and has

demonstrated the capacity of its RAA operators to

adapt and thrive in an unfamiliar role. Not dissimilar

to 16 ALR, 20 STA Regt will undoubtedly continue to

feel the training stresses of force generation in the

lead up to Objective Force 2020. While the extent

of the UAS capability will naturally continue to be

explored and realised, an evolutionary shift away

from reactionary support to manoeuvre forces must

occur within the wider Army; though the Scaneagle

UAS has capably provided such a capacity in the

past, Army's UAS acquisition strategy to 2020

emphasises a shift in capability focus towards

support to pre-planned intelligence-lead

operations and Artillery targeting.

The intended application of next generation UAS to

the ISTAR fight offers but the briefest insight into

the complexities anticipated in the future

battlespace. Fundamentally, the reliance upon the

provision of platforms must be replaced by the

quality, accuracy, currency and relevancy of the

information they provide. This transition in

operating mentalities represents a vital paradigm

shift in the approach to contemporary warfighting;

through the scrupulous direction, provision,

integration and management of ISTAR sensors and

collection assets the operational manoeuvre scope

is envisaged to be drastically shortened to reflect

only the most critical of tasks. Using the

Afghanistan battlespace as a medium for

translation, the reduction in requirement for

ground movement instantly provides an enhanced

degree of force protection coupled with an

exponential increase in the quality and volume of

critical combat information that can be applied by

the tactical commander to more capably achieve

mission objectives.

… Air Land Regiment will retain a

high-tempo training regime that

cannot fit neatly within the force

generation cycle of Plan

Beersheba.

The RAA of 2020 is a highly flexible, adaptable and

specialised organisation of superior technical and

tactical competence in Land and Joint operations.

Through the mutually supportive functions of Joint

Fires and Effects, Air–Land Integration, GBAD,

battlespace management, sensor coordination,

ISTAR collection, processing and dissemination,

Artillery Intelligence, and support to Joint

Targeting, RAA 2020 will represent a critical force

capability in the modern battlespace. The provision

of such a capability requires the acquisition,

management and employment of appropriate

Artillery major systems, realistic and pervasive

collective training of all the Artillery streams, and

inherent organisational flexibility within the RAA.

Risks to the Rise of the RAA

Despite the overwhelming ambition of the RAA to

maximize its joint capabilities in support of future

land operations, a number of risks exist that may

unhinge this momentum. Firstly, the RAA finds itself

in competition for a fair share of the Defence

budget apportioned to Army; under Project LAND

17, in order to meet the Chief of Army's vision of

‘highly protected… combined arms teams’(13) the RAA

had previously received approval for the acquisition

of a fully armoured self-propelled howitzer system

(SPH). This capability was set to provide highly

protected firepower and tactical mobility

commensurate to the manoeuvre requirements of

the CTs and Battle Groups (BGs) they support under

Plan Beersheba. The Federal Budget of 2012 saw a

move away from this capability and towards a more

agile Field Artillery capability with the acquisition

of a further nineteen M777A2 howitzers.

Whilst additional M777A2s will enable the

application of digitally executed precision

engagements, they are not the final word in

providing agile offensive support to the Army of

2020. The recent abolition of the RAA's 105 mm

Hamel gun capability has streamlined ammunition

and fleet management, but is a risk to the potential

agility of an embarked amphibious force as they

execute ship-to-objective manoeuvre. Further, not

only are Hamel guns capable of engaging with a
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smaller burst radius than the M777A2, they are also

approximately half the weight, allowing underslung

transport by S-70 and MRH-90 helicopters and

inclusive of ammunition crates when underslung by

a CH-47. Comparatively, the M777A2, though

clearly a market-leading ultra-lightweight 155 mm

howitzer, can only be underslung by a CH-47.

In the amphibious environment, a central focus of

the Objective Force 2020 deployment capability,

the replacement of the L119 force not only

increases the linear metreage required by the

embarked OS capability, but also limits the

flexibility of deployment by air in support of the

transition to land operations. Reinstating the

Hamel gun fleet and using the Advanced Field

Artillery Tactical Data System (AFATDS) to replicate

the existing digital relationship between JFTs and

the gun line could easily mitigate these risks and

would afford greater flexibility in amphibious

employment.

Though the increased acquisition of the M777A2 is

far from disappointing, it must be noted that the

requirement for SPH remains extant so long as the

ADF retains a mechanised force capability. Media

focus on the cost of LAND 17 has rarely offered an

explanation of the capability, or a comparison to the

relative expenditure of other projects. It is

therefore prudent to keep in mind that ‘history has

clearly demonstrated that “peace dividends” invariably

become “peace liabilities” when the military must

restore its capabilities when the next threat arrives’.

Another area of risk is the increasing gulf between

the Regular Army and the Army Reserves. As

highlighted under Plan Beersheba, regular and

reserve forces must be fully complementary if they

expect to successfully execute Government policy.

Currently, the RAA Reserve units are maintaining an

offensive support capability through adopting

mortar equipment, ORBATs, command and control

(C2) structure and tactics, techniques and

procedures (TTPs). These training models, whilst

beneficial to Army overall, are not complementary

to the integration of Reserve artillery forces into

Australian Regular Army (ARA) ORBATs. This

disparity can be mitigated through equipping the

Reserve Artillery with digital fire control systems,

establishing a C2 structure enabling a Reserve

JFECC to be fully inter-operable with an ARA JFECC

and thereby improving the ability to train Reserve

JFTs in modern and suitable simulators.

Recent changes to Army's force structure, such as

the raising of the 16th Air Land Regiment (16 ALR)

represent Army's contribution and commitment to

joint operating principles. Formerly 16th Air

Defence Regiment (16 AD Regt) the far superior and

unique capability provided by 16 ALR now affords

Army a direct and integrated link to air operations.

It is critical for the success of the ALR concept and

the viability of Army's air–land operations that 16

ALRs capability is not only respected and

reciprocated by air operations elements of the

RAAF and RAN, but is approached with equal

fervour.

Another area of risk is the

increasing gulf between the

Regular Army and the Army

Reserves.

Like any military capability, having modern

equipment is paramount to success. The Artillery

capability is at the mercy of equipment funding

lines; simply stated: if the RAA isn't equipped with

modern communications, data-links, vehicles,

missiles, sensors and guns, it will not be able to

provide the necessary capability required of the

modern battlefield. This will not only affect the

Artillery capability, but the capability of those

systems that the RAA supports in the Combined

Arms environment.

Finally, there is a risk to the future of the RAA after

Afghanistan if the wrong people are recruited,

screened and employed. The Regiment maintains a

strong combat culture, which has, at its heart, an

intrinsically analytical quality. Under the

remodelled trade structures the RAA has identified

that the qualities that define an excellent gun

number do not necessarily define an excellent radar

operator. The contrasts between trades are

innumerable but appreciable, and each demands

unique physical and intellectual qualities. The RAA

must be supported in its determination to select

and train candidates considered most suitable for

employment within each of its trade models – this

starts at the recruiting level through aptitude

testing, is continued through initial employment

training for allocation to trade and further into

monitoring and suitability screening for specialist

capability training. The RAA is strongly positioned

to harness the full scope of recruiting successes,

including women, across its new trade models. This

strong position will be jeopardised if the RAA is

constrained in its ability to select appropriate

people for its wide variety of jobs.
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Conclusion

After decades of doubts about its future and

challenges retaining its unique heritage and identity,

the participation of the RAA in Afghanistan provided

an opportunity to display and refine the Artillery

capability. The RAA has evolved through its

experiences in Afghanistan, refining, enhancing and

reinforcing its crucial role in the process. With the

imminent conclusion to the Australian commitment in

that theatre, the RAA will reconstitute and reorientate

towards providing an invaluable capability for Army in

future conflicts; that capability requirement, however,

may be entirely different to that required of our most

recent deployments.

The Artillery capability of 2020 will be unique,

merging the mutually supportive functions of Joint

Fires and Effects, Air-Land Integration, GBAD,

battlespace management, sensor coordination, ISTAR

collection, processing and dissemination, Artillery

Intelligence and support to Joint Targeting. Achieving

the Artillery capability of 2020 will require

appropriate Artillery major systems, realistic and

pervasive collective training of all the Artillery

streams, and inherent flexibility of the Gunners as an

organisation. There will be significant risks and

challenges in achieving the Artillery capability of

2020, but it must remain the focus of every Gunner to

meet those challenges and increase the capability of

the Royal Regiment for years to come.
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